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Starting the Wheel of Change 

Context 
Consider this pattern when you want to get folks more involved in making the 
way the work works, work better. I.E. When you want to nurture an environment 
which encourages widespread learning and improvement at both the individual 
and organisation levels.

Problem

How to create a climate, context, or situation in which folks will want to change 
their behaviours? Behaviours that mean more effectively meeting the needs of 
everyone involved - e.g. workers, managers, executives, customers, 
shareholders, suppliers and wider society. 

How can we break through cynicism, learned helplessness, distrust, resistance to 
change and the many other blockers to engagement and get the “heavy wheel of 
change” to begin turning, and once turning, continue to gain speed and 
momentum?


Forces 
People choose to become engaged, they cannot be forced, cajoled, obliged or 
commanded to do so. So making the work work better is a product of folks’ 
discretionary - as opposed to obligatory - efforts.


Not everyone accepts a connection between levels of discretionary effort and 
organisational performance.
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Higher levels of discretionary effort in the workforce - including middle- and 
senior managers - contribute significantly to organisational performance and 
success.


Discretionary effort cannot be commanded.


Extrinsic motivations such as bonuses or other “external” incentives undermine 
discretionary effort in knowledge work environments. 


Disengaged and unmotivated people will loaf within the constraints of establish 
ways of working (the status quo). 


The status quo often places little emphasis on raising people’s engagement or 
making the work work better.


People have a natural tendency to buckle-down and focus on the (business-as-
usual) work immediately at hand.


Folks’ job security is rarely contingent on making the work work better.


The work environment (in the broadest sense, including the way the work works 
a.k.a. “the system”) shapes folks’ beliefs and assumptions about the world of 
work - and their behaviours, too.


Evolution has prewired humans for social awareness, collaboration, a keen sense 
of fairness, and joy in helping others. 


Everyone has needs, and is constantly trying to get their needs met - although 
often via sub-optimal strategies.


Folks’ strategies, and thus their behaviours, derive from the beliefs and 
assumptions each person holds regarding the world. 


In communities, such as organisations, people also subscribe to a common 
collection of shared beliefs and assumptions.


In e.g. Analytic-minded organisations (N.B. the majority of organisations - see the 
Marshall Model), senior and middle managers’ beliefs and assumptions have a 
disproportionate influence over both the way the work works, and the prevailing 
common collection of shared beliefs and assumptions (memeplex).


Solution 
Attend to folks’ needs. As folks become, by degrees, more and more aware of 
this shift of emphasis, they may choose to reciprocate and to participate 
themselves in attending to others’ needs, and to their own.


As the general level of awareness and practice in attending to folks’ needs 
develops, spreads and deepens, some folks will acquire and share skills in 
attending to folks’ needs, and begin to overhaul established practices to better 
exercise these skills and better embrace the dynamic.


Thus a virtuous circle is begun, and the Wheel of Change begins to accelerate 
and gain momentum.


Also consider representing folks’ needs using e.g. QuantifiedQualityObjectives.
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Consequences
Over time, the way people relate to each other will begin to change, and continue 
to change more and more rapidly, and this new way of relating will transfer to the 
way folks relate to themselves, to the organisation and to their work.


Example 
[TBD]
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